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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF WEST BERLIN
Already before World War II in the 1920s the area around the
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedachtniskirche south of Zoo Garden had
turned into a centre of the westward expansion of Berlin dating
from the late 19.. century. The boulevards of Kurfilrstendamm and
Tauentzienstra13e, which were designed to resemble the Champs
d'Elysees in Paris, became representative shopping streets with
buildings for culture and amusement. Yet to form a West City
equivalent to the historic centre of Berlin, there were too few
administration buildings in West Berlin at the time.
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Fig. I : Map ofBerlin showing the dcslrucllon
in 1945.
• Buildingsdcs1royed byblasting;
• Bulldingsdeslroycd by fire;
0 Damogedbuildings lhat ore rep3iniblc.
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Fig. 2: 'Kolleklivplan'. 1946 by Hons
Sehoroun. Plan 10 recons1ruc1 Berlin in 1he
shape of u band following lhc valley of 1hc
river Spree and scparnling lhc lown into
strictly residenlinl, eommercinl and
mduslrial areas.

Fig. 3: Block F of the Slolinollee in Enst·
Berlin (1957-60). S1nlinis1ie nrchilecture
with neo-classicalnnd nouonal elements.

Fig 4. Model of the Emst·Rcu1cr-Platz. 1954
by Bernhard Hermkcs. Urban design
following lhc ideo of Mies von der Rohes
design for lhe Alcxandcrplatz in the 1920s.

Fig. 5: Zenlrum am Zoo, 1955-57 by Paul
Schwebes and Hanns Sehoszbcrger, inspired
by Le Corbusicr's concrclc arehitee1ure.

In May 1945 Berlin was not only Gennany's largest expanse of ruins,
but it was also politically split up. The allied occupation forces divided the city
into four sectors. The isolation of the three west sectors soon resulted in a
political and economic division into a western and an eastern sector.
In the area of West Berlin war destruction caused a total loss ofa third
of all dwellings. Eighty percent of the remaining dwellings were damaged and
only twenty percent were intact (Fig. 1). Until 1945 the number of inhabitants
had strongly decreased through evacuation and death. But soon after the war
most of the evacuated Berliners returned. A lot of refugees from the eastern
sectors of Gennany and Berlin came into West Berlin so that housing shortage
and hunger were the biggest problems in the first post-war years.
The beginning of reconstruction was a lot more difficult in Berlin than
it was in the other western sectors of Germany. In Berlin and the other Soviet
occupied areas all banks were closed and the holdings - even those ofthe public were blocked by the invasion of the Russian troops. Even when the Western
allies took over West Berlin, that did not change. In contrast to West Gennany
the fonner capital lacked money to purchase the necessary building materials
for new constructions. Thus the first building activity was only the necessary
clearing work. Sixty to seventy five million cubic metres of debris had to be
removed in all ofBerlin - in West Berlin about forty five million cubic metres.
To fix damaged dwellings the allies distributed building materials so
that between I945 and 1950 almost 50,000 dwellings, which had not been badly
damaged, could be restored and reused.
TOWN PLANNING
Most ofthe architects and politicians considered the vast destruction as a chance
to "clean up the sins of former town planning". Karl Mahler who was secretary
of urban planning in the administration of West Berlin described the aims of
urban renewal in 1953:
"In Berlin then: was and still is 1oday a terrible mess of residential, business
and industrial areas.... To gel rid ofthat mess and to achieve a clear division is
the duty of future development.... Acenain help forthat is the big destruction
of the town during the war, although in a lot of cases the destruction did nol
affect areas, where it could have been most helpful for an urban renewal. Yet
we do not only have 10 put in order the use of the different town areas, but al
the same time clear the densely populated areas and achieve a ventilation of
the town with pubIic gardens."
The first plans designed after the war were very radical in their innovation like
the so-called Kollektivpla11 presented by Hans Scharoun in 1946 (Fig. 2). He
proposed a development that followed the valley of the river Spree, where the
different functions of a town were separate and speedways connected the
different quarters. A lot of greenery in between provided healthy surroundings.
Only a few historic buildings along Un/er den Linden from the Brandenburg
Gate to the old palace would have been reminders of the past. Though a lively

public discussion followed Scharoun's plan and many other plans were
proposed, the reconstruction of West Berlin did not start until 1949 when the
Berlin blockade was over and West Berlin became part of the Gennan Federal
Republic using the same currency. But by then the two parts of Berlin were
planning separately. In East Gennany the state claimed most of the private
property including real estate, so large-scale projects were planned and realised.
At first East Berlin has been planned in the style of Scharoun's plan. But shortly
after 1950 the architectural style of the Stalinist Soviet Union was adopted, and
modern architecture banned as "fonnalistic and cosmopolitan", whereas the
Stalinistic way to build was representative with neo-classical and national
elements. The Stalinallee still represents this idea today (Fig. 3).
Fig. 6: Haus der Wirtsehofi, 1952-53 by Kun
In West Berlin property and real estate remained private, so that the Endcrlcin, clearly rclo1ed lo representative
realisation of big building projects that would cover wide areas of the city was a orehi1ec1urc oflhc 1930s.
lot more difficult than it was in the East. The influence the administration had
was usually limited to traffic regulations. The few exceptions are the areas
around Ernst-Reuter-Platz (Fig. 4) and the area surrounding the Zoo, which are
the r~sults of public competitions around 1955 and fonn ensembles ofpost-war
architecture of the 1950s and 60s. The reconstruction of West Berlin on a large
scale finally started after 1950 when the economy was recovering slightly,
because the political circumstances allowed safe investments, and enonnous
subsidies were flowing in from West Gennany and the Marshall Plan.
The building activity culminated after the middle of the decade with
the 'economic miracle', The most important influence on West Berlin post-war
Fig. 7: Philips-Haus. 1948-49 by Werner
architecture was the International Building Exhibition (IBA) that opened in Weber, direc1ly referring to pre-war modem
1957. Its emphasis was on architecture and urban design for residential architecture.
b~ildings, and a whole neighbourhood called Hansaviertel bordering central
T1ergarten was rebuilt by famous international architects of the modem style.
The modem architecture was understood as an immediate answer to the
conservative building activity in the East, and enhanced West Berlin's
programmatic role as a "window of the free world". With the attention of the
world focused onto West Berlin, other private projects like the competition of
the area surrounding the Zoo were realised; for instance the Zentrum am Zoo the largest private building project in the 50s in West Berlin - was completed
with the opening of the IBA in 1957 (Fig. 5). At the end of the decade the result
of the first ten years of reconstruction was a surprising combination of the
traditional urban design with closed blocks and modem ideas of"light, air and
space". Despite the radical plans designed shortly after the war, the destruction
led to a rather careful modernisation ofthe town. Most of the architects followed
the co~t~mporary principles ofurban design within the plot. Wherever possible,
they d1v1ded the building mass into a composition of high and low bodies
emphasising important urban spots with high-rise buildings. But most of the
projects reflect the neighbouring pre-war architecture by using the same height
Frg 8: 83ycr·Haus, 1951·5:? by Hons Gebcr
and in some cases the same fa~ade material.
nnd Otto Risse. Typical grid fo~adc wi1h
horizon1<1I and vcnical groins showing the
skckton construction of reinforced concrcic:.
BUSINESS PREMISES OF THE 1950s IN WEST BERLIN
With West Berlin's role as a "window of the free world", the reconstruction
predominantly followed modern ideas with only a few exceptions of
conservative architecture that still resembled the monumental nationalsocialistic architecture {Fig. 6). Considering that most of the architects and
building owners in the I950s were the same as those working under the National
Socialist party, they adjusted quickly to the moderate modern architecture.
Most of the few business buildings that were erected before 1950 in
Fig. 9: Varic•ics oflhc grid foi;adcs.
West Berlin present an architecture that demonstratively refers directly to the
I
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modern style of the 20s, picking up the thread that was cut during the
administration of the National Socialist Party (Fig. 7). Where possible some
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were using the ruins of pre-war buildings, which in West Berlin usually
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consisted of masonry constructions. But as in earlier 1920s remodellings, these
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reconstructions avoided the traditional ornaments, proportions and reliefs of
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historistic fa~ades such as windows in upright positions or oriels. The architects
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smoothed down the fa~ades and opened the massive brick walls with steel
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ginlers, thus obtaining biggcc windows and horizontal openings.
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GRID FAc;:ADE
Almost all of the new business premises erected after the war used skeleton
constructions in order to obtain flexible floor plans and plenty of natural
lighting. While in the pre-war era steel was dominating the skeleton
constructions, after the war steel was very expensive so that reinforced concrete
· I
·
.
took its p ace. Trymg to express the characterofthe construction on the fa~ades,
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Fig. IO: Alternative skclc1on foi;ades.
'Verticalism' showing only the vertical
groins. 'Horizontalism' showing only the
horizonlal groins.
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Fig. 11 : lndustric· und Hondelskammcr,
1954.55 by Franz Heinrich Sobotka and
Gustav Miillcr. Reprcscntotive orchitecturc
using vcrticalism ond stone facing.

Fig. 12: Haus Hardcnbcrg, 1955·56 by Pnul
Schwcbcs. Modem orehi1ecturc using
horizontolism and gloss facing.

architects in foreign European countries such as Otto Rudolf Salvisberg in
Switzerland developed during the 30s and 40s n specific style along with the
new skeleton constructions in reinforced concrete: the edges of the floors and
the pillars were showing as horizontal and vertical bands forming a grid on the
far;ade. An important forerunner of these "grid fa~ades" (Rasterfassade) in the
1920s was the architect Max Taut, who designed the ADGB-Union building
(Allgemeiner Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbwul) in Berlin. Constructed in 1922-23
with a skeleton in reinforced concrete, the grid far;ade already represents the
specific character of the monolithic structure and creates a unique aesthetic.
Even in Nazi Germany the development of modern architecture in
foreign European countries during the 30s and 40s was present through
specialist periodicals and literature. While Scandinavian architecture had a
strong influence on the choice of materials and the Dutch were forerunners in
modem town planning, grid fa4tades spread over Swiss private office buildings
in the 30s and 40s as described above.
Because the "radical" pre-war modem architecture was not accepted
among the majority of the German people and was referred to as "cultural
bolshevism", most of the post-war architects adapted the moderate modern
architecture that had developed outside Germany. Especially the grid fa4tades
became very popular and dominated the commercial buildings erected in the
first halfofthe 1950s (Fig. 8).
The grid fa~ades appeared in numerous varieties: some emphasising
the horizontal, others emphasising the vertical bands; some showing a close grid
with pillars between every window and others showing a wide grid with groups
ofwindows between the pillars (Fig. 9 and 10). The vertically structured fa~ades
were applied to more representative buildings with more conservative owners
like banks or insurance companies (Fig. 11 ), whereas horizontally structured
fa.,ades had a more modem appearance and were applied to department stores or
companies with innovative images (Fig. 12). The art historian Winfried
Nerdinger explains why the grid fa~ades were also a kind of social compromise
between tradition and modernity:
"The intensity with which the grid was applied as a universal organising
principle from town planning to window details, shows a compulsion of
order and anonymity as a compensation of the youngest past. The grid didn't
create any historic references. Behind the anonymity of the grid everyone
was equal."

Fig. 13; Haus Kiinigstodt (left), 1954-56 by
Paul Schwcbcs and Homburg·Monnheimcr
insurance (nght), 1955·56 by Hons Gebcr
ond Ono Risse.

Fig. 14: Velisch·Hous, 1954-55 by Franz
Heinrich Sobotk:i :ind Gustav Millier, fiu;:ode
showing on indistinct grid by nltering the
moterial and relief of the parapets.

Aside from the different accentuation of the grid far;ades, the choice of material
offered another possibility to express either a more conservative, or modem
attitude of the architect and owner. Wooden windows in combination with stone
facings (mostly Travertine and lime stone), were read as traditional, whereas
steel windows, exposed concrete and glass or ceramic facings appeared on
consequently modem fa~ades (Fig. 13). Bricks, as the traditional material for
massive constructions, did not play a role as facing material on commercial
buildings of the 50s in West Berlin. The tons of bricks that were gained from the
ruins were reused to restore damaged masonry buildings, or were grinded and
used as additions for concrete.
INDISTINCT GRID
Towards the middle of the decade, criticism of town-dominating grid fa~ades
increased, and some architects tried to avoid monotony by designing fa9ades
with a so-called "indistinct grid" ( Venviscluer Raster). The fields of the grid
were shaped alternately in colour, material, size and/or position (fig. 14).
Especially the Berlin studio of Paul Schwebes and Hans Schoszberger, who
along with the Berlin studio of Franz Heinrich Sobotka and Gustav Muller were
the busiest architects in the private reconstruction of West Berlin, designed a
variety of buildings with vivid grid ra.,ades following the example of Le
Corbusier's exposed concrete architecture. The fields of the grid fa4tades of the
Zemnim am Zoo for instance had different sizes and steel window panels, which
took up the full height between floors with opaque glass parapets of alternating
colour. They were either even with the outline of the building or set back about a
metre (Fig. 5).
CURTAIN WALL
The tendency around the middle of the decade to group the windows in a wide
grid and shape window panels with full height between floors, shows the
attempt to maximise the portion of glass and light, and to push back the quantity
of vertical groins and massive parapets (Fig. 15). In some buildings, the pillars
are set back at a distance behind the far;ade so that only the edges of the floors

break through the regular sequence ofsteel windows.
So the step towards a fa~ade of steel frames and glass fillings, like a
curtain covering the skeleton construction as a non-load-bearing exterior wall,
without any elements ofthe construction visible, was very easy. In 1955 the first
three curtain walls in Berlin were under construction clearly following the
American examples developed by Mies van der Rohe and Skidmore Owings &
Merrill. But the construction principles and details were very different among
the early West Berlin rurtain walls. The curtain wall of the Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineering of the Technical University completed in 1959
still clearly shows its origin in window construction, because it is an addition of
standardised steel window frames whose joints are covered with sheet metal
(Fig. 16 ). Contrary to this, the curtain wall of the KaDe We-Passage also follows
the American examples construction-wise: a system of aluminium panels of full
height between floors with black spandrel glass, are joined together with the
aluminium profiles fitting into one another (Fig. 17). These profiles were
developed especially for the purpose of curtain walls and accelerated the
mounting ofthe fa4tade.
With the spreading of the curtain wall in the second halfofthe decade,
lightweight materials like glass and sheet metal were favoured to save weight
and therefore costs. While the earlier grid ra.,ades were monolithic
constructions with the facing materials sticking to the underground in a bed of
mortar, the curtain walls were mounted constructions that stimulated
prefabrication. Over the years the curtain wall constructions were improved by
maximising the size of the panels to speed up the mounting, and reducing the
amount of joints to achieve better durability. A new era started when, towards
the end of the decade, the floor plans of office buildings changed towards openplan offices in combination with total air conditioning. In the following decades
curtain walls were dominating ra.,ade constructions on office buildings, many
ofthem without any openings fornatural ventilation at all.
Although most of the valuable commercial buildings of the 1950s are
classified as historical monuments today, we are facing an enormous loss of
historic substance. One reason for this is the politically promoted concentration
of building activity in the centre of Berlin favouring the historic pre-war town
plan, others are a pressure to modernise, a change in the use of the buildings and
last but not least, technical imperfection. On the one hand restorations often
cause alterations due to the application of new techniques and materials and on
the other hand reshapings that exceed necessary repairs lessen the documentary
and architectural value. Buildings of that ern react extraordinarily, and are
sensitive to the smallest changes in detail (Fig. l 8A and 188).
While the protection of monuments offers possibilities to fight
changes by law, technical imperfections are still unsolved. Special problems of
conservation are usual, amongst them: poor heat and sound insulation of fa~ade
and windows, as well, defects in the ra.,nde's facing materials because of
constructive faults or faults in the execution. Matching substitute materials for
necessary repairs are no longer available most of the times, or can only be
provided at great expense.
To help save the heritage of the 1950s architecture of the German
reconstruction, my doctoral thesis 'The Far;ades of Business Premises of the
1950s: Problems of Conservation Using the Example of West Berlin' examines
the original constructions and materials and their specific problems of
conservation using as examples, fifty West Berlin commercial buildings. The
thesis gathers several possibilities to solve these problems that were gained over
the years by architects and curators working on monuments.
Windows with their large panels, delicate frames and typical kinds of winding or
sliding leafs play an important role in 1950s architecture. That applies to the
single windows in the grid fa~ades of the early 50s, to ribbon windows and
windows spanning from floor to floor, as well as to the curtain walls of the late
50s. Therefore window constructions and their specific problems are dealt with
in a separate part of the thesis (Fig. 19).
The thesis shows that the majority of the technical problems of
conservation can be solved today, thus, historical substance can be saved, if the
owners and engineers involved are willing to create individual strategies for
each building (Fig. 20). But it also shows the unsolved problems that require
further research and attention as well as other factors that apart from the
technical problems are threatening monuments of the reconstruction era. In
most cases a careful restoration and good maintenance of a building is also
cheaper than the total renewal of the fa4tade, and more ingenious by means of
long-term ecological planning.
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Fig. 15: Development of lhe grid fo~ode
tow:irds on increased resolution ofthe wall.

Fig 16. lnstitute ofMiningond Metallurgical
Enginccnng of the Technical Univcrsi t~
1955-59 by Wily Kreucr. The curtain wall is
boscd on lhe stondonlized slccl window
construction.

Fig. 17; KaDeWc-Possogc, 1955·56 by Hans
Soll. The curtoin w11ll 1s mode of aluminium
profiles specially designed for the use of
curtain wall constTUctions.

Fig. l 8A: Defoko Department Store, 1955·57
by Pout Schwcbcs.
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